Introduction
Secret sharing (SS) [15] is a cryptographic scheme to encode a secret to multiple shares being distributed to participants, so that only qualified (or authorized) sets of participants can reconstruct the original secret from their shares. Traditionally both secret and shares were classical information (bits). Several authors [5, 7, 16] extended the traditional SS to a quantum one so that a quantum secret can be encoded to quantum shares.
When we require unqualified sets of participants to have zero information of the secret, the size of each share must be larger than or equal to that of the secret. By tolerating partial information leakage to unqualified sets, the size of shares can be smaller than that of the secret. Such an SS is called a ramp (or non-perfect) SS [2, 13, 17] . The quantum ramp SS was proposed by Ogawa et al. [14] . In their construction [14] as well as its improvement [18] , the size of shares can be L times smaller relative to quantum secret than its previous construction [5, 7, 16] , where L is the number of qudits in quantum secret.
Classical secret sharing is said to be linear if a linear combination of shares corresponds to the linear combination of the original secrets [4] . It is also known that every linear ramp secret sharing can be expressed by a nested pair of linear codes C 2 ⊂ C 1 ⊂ F n q . On the other hand, a nest code pair C 2 ⊂ C 1 ⊂ F n q can also give a quantum secret sharing as described in [10] . A share set is said to be forbidden if it has no information about the secret. It is natural to express conditions for qualified and forbidden sets in terms of C 2 ⊂ C 1 , and the following is known:
. . , n}, and define P J :
. We consider classical and quantum secret sharing constructed from C 2 ⊂ C 1 . J can be regarded as a share set, and J is qualified in the classical secret sharing if and only if
and J is forbidden in the classical secret sharing if and only if
Let J = {1, . . . , n} \ J. In the quantum secret sharing, J is qualified if and only if both (1) is true,
i.e., J is classically qualified, J is classically forbidden
hold, and J is forbidden if and only if J is qualified.
Since C 1 and C 2 are linear codes, it is natural to use algebraic geometry codes to construct C 1 and C 2 [3] . Let F be an algebraic function field of one variable with genus g(F), P 1 , . . . , P n its rational places, G 1 ≥ G 2 divisors whose support contain none of P 1 , . . . , P n . Define
By the Riemann-Roch theorem, for C 1 = C(P 1 + · · · + P n , G 1 ) and
Equation (2) holds if
Equation (3) holds if
The purpose of this note is to find sufficient conditions less demanding than (4)-(6) by using geometric properties of the set of points {P j | j ∈ J}.
Geometric and Computational Analysis of Qualified and
Forbidden Sets
Computational Approach
Fix a rational place Q arbitrarily. When C 1 = C(P 1 + · · · + P n , G 1 ) and
For any rational place Q and any divisor G of F, v Q (L (G)) can be computed by Gröbner bases and the algorithm in [11] , provided that the defining equations of F is in special position with respect to Q [6, 8, 12] . We turn our attention to (2) . Equation (2) holds
A similar sufficient condition for (3) can be deduced from (4) and (5).
Explicit Sufficient Conditions
We explicitly write sufficient conditions for (7) and (8), and examine if they are easier to hold than (4) and (5) for one point AG codes with
which generalizes the conductor of the Weierstrass semigroup H Q (0). Equation (7) holds if
We see that condition (9) is less demanding than (4), because min H Q (− ∑ j∈J P j ) ≥ |J|. Similarly, (8) holds if
We also see that condition (10) is less demanding than (5), because the conductor of H Q (− ∑ j∈J P j ) is ≤ 2g(F). We can also make a similar improvement over (6) In particular, for elliptic function fields (g(F) = 1),
